DESCRIPTION
The MP-71-x series Color Smoke Projectiles can be used for signaling and training applications. This round is also effective for use as a distraction in tactical situations. These projectiles release a cloud of red, green or other colored smoke for around 35 seconds with a maximum range of up to 400 meters. The projectile has a 3-4 second time delay before ignition of the smoke composition to allow the projectile to travel to the target area before ignition.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Projectile, Continuous Discharge Smoke  
Discharge: Red or Green Smoke (other colors available)  
Application: Training and Signaling  
Projectiles: 1, Aluminum Cased (6061 alloy)  
Projectile Weight: 175 grams  
Emission Ports: 1  
Discharge Time: 35 ± 10 Seconds  
Cartridge Case: Nylon  
Length Overall: 108 mm  
Diameter: 40 mm  
Overall Weight: 245 grams  
Chemical Weight: 80 grams  
Maximum Range: up to 400 meters  
Waterproof: Yes  
Launched With: 40 x 46mm Grenade Launchers

SHIPPING INFORMATION
UN Number: UN 0303  
Shipping Name: Ammunition, Smoke  
Hazard Class: 1.4G  
Quantity Per Package: 60 Cartridges  
Packaging: Metal 1A2 UN/DoT Approved Pail w/Lever Lock Lid and Carry Handle

WARNING
Pyrotechnic devices may cause fires.  
Product should only be used outdoors.  
Do not fire directly at personnel, or serious injury or death may occur.

ALSO AVAILABLE
MP-71-x-200  200 meter range  
MP-71-x-300  300 meter range

COLORS AVAILABLE:
MP-71-R  Long Range Red Smoke Projectile  
MP-71-G  Long Range Green Smoke Projectile  
MP-71-Y  Long Range Yellow Smoke Projectile  
MP-71-B  Long Range Blue Smoke Projectile  
MP-71-O  Long Range Orange Smoke Projectile  
MP-71-V  Long Range Violet Smoke Projectile